DOLCE
10

COOL LITTLE CANNOLI CAKE
layers of citrus and cherry ricotta, torta bianca, whipped cream and a mini cannoli

TIRAMISU
A twist on the Italian classic!
espresso soaked lady fingers, rum laced mascarpone cream with rich dark chocolate

LASAGNETTA
An assortment of seasonal fresh blackberries, raspberries, blueberries and strawberries
layered with amaretto spiked cream and crisp pastry

VINCENZO
melting chocolate cake with homemade spumoni gelato, cioccolato e ciliegia

CITRUS CROSTATA
traditional Sicilian ricotta cheesecake with assorted fresh fruits, anglaise limone

GELATO
4 scoops of housemade gelato with homemade anise pizzelle
Please ask your server for tonight’s selections

AFFOGATO
homemade vanilla bean and espresso chip ice cream in a tall glass
with a double shot of expresso, whipped cream and homemade biscotti

•
GORGONZOLA MASCARPONE
insalata piccola, frutti di bosco 12

VIN SANTO E BISCOTTI
Tuscan “holy wine” and freshly baked Italian cookies 15

AFTER DINNER
14

DOLCE AMARO
espresso shot, cointreau, “nick a nora”

TIRAMISU
bailey’s, captain morgan, tia maria, dark creme de cocoa

SWEET FRIEND OF MINE
snifter of rattlesnake rosie’s apple pie, iron smoke bourbon, vanilla cinnamon swirl ice cream

•
COFFEE 3.95

•

CAFÉ LATTE 5.95

ESPRESSO 3.95

•

•

JUMBO CAPPUCCINO 6.95

DOUBLE ESPRESSO 5.95

THE FUN FLIGHT
your choice of 4 [1oz. pours] 14.0

ITALICUS BERGAMOT [APERITIVO]

lightly citrusy on the nose with hints of rose and lavender.

STREGA [DIGESTIVO]

slightly sweet, with a bold, complex flavor.

SUZE [APERITIF]

a spicy, fruity and delicately bitter

FRANGELICO [LIQUEUR]

delicate hazelnut flavor with hints of vanilla and dark chocolate.

FERNET BRANCA [DIGESTIVO]

bitter, sweet, herbacious and spicy

SKINOS [LIQUEUR]

anise, lemon, pine and grassy flavor notes.

SALERS [APERITIF]

bittersweet, earthy, a touch vegetal with notes of anise and citrus.

FARETTI BISCOTTI [LIQUEUR]

a lusciously smooth flavor with sweet and delicate with hints of nuts, citrus and anise.

ACQUA DI CEDRO [LIQUEUR]

pleasant citrus fragrance with immediate, sweet, dry in the aftertaste.

TUACA [LIQUEUR]

striking blend of vanilla, orange essence, and oak-aged Italian brandy.

LUXARDO AMARETTO [LIQUEUR]

notes of almond and vanilla are complimented by sweetness and a smooth and well-rounded finish.

AMARO MONTENEGRO [DIGESTIVO]
it’s signature smooth flavor is characterized by a blend of sweet and bitter notes.

DIMMI [LIQUEUR]

distilled from organic wheat and infused with licorice, orange peel, rhubarb, ginseng, and vanilla.

B+B [LIQUEUR]

honey and spices with a slightly syrupy notes and the cognac whispering around the edges.

APEROL [APERITIF]

lightly alcoholic, zesting orange with appealing complex herbal scents harmonized with vanilla.

CAMPARI [APERITIF]

notes of grapefruit and orange, spices like clove, a level of herbaceousness, and sweetness.

SAMBUCCA BLACK [DIGESTIVO]
syrupy black licorice.

LIMONCELLO [LIQUEUR]
sweet lemon flavor
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